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1.

Reason for Report

1.1

The Committee is able to consider and take a decision on this item in terms of
Section B.8.1 of Part 2A List of Committee Powers and Section C.3.1h of Part
2C Planning Delegations of the Scheme of Governance as the application is
recommended for refusal but in the professional opinion of the Head of
Planning and Environment Service, there has been a substantial body of
support for the development.

1.2

This application was deferred at the last meeting of the Banff and Buchan
Area Committee on 4 May 2021 for further information to be supplied in
relation to the objection from Economic Development (particularly Paragraph
6.42 of the report), further details of the business case, details of the sources
of materials, particularly wood, and details of plans for using the waste heat.
The information has now been submitted.

1.3

The Head of Finance and Monitoring Officer within Business Services have
been consulted in the preparation of this report and had no comments to
make and are satisfied that the report complies with the Scheme of
Governance and relevant legislation.

2.

Background and Proposal

2.1

Full Planning Permission is sought for the erection of 2 agricultural storage
buildings; erection of a building to incorporate Combined Heat and Power
Plant (CHP) and erection of Scottish Southern Energy (SSE) building at Site
at Keilhill, King Edward, Banff.

2.2

This application is similar to a previously refused proposal (APP/2017/1357,
refused by Banff and Buchan Area Committee and appeal dismissed by
Scottish Ministers) for erection of 2 agricultural storage buildings, a potato
store building, one building to house 18 wood gasifiers and 18 Combined
Heat and Power Plant (CHP), each with electrical output of 165kW and
thermal output of 260kW, three 29m high chimneys, and an SSE building. The
previous proposal intended to produce wood pellets on site and generate heat
and electricity from the CHP units for drying seed potatoes and grains, as well
as feeding electricity to the national grid and supplying hot water to 19
residential properties in the vicinity, and possibly to the properties in the
settlements of Macduff, Banff, or Turriff.

2.3

The proposed site of approximately 1.97ha in area lies in the countryside on
the south side of a minor road, approximately 320m to the west of the A947
Banff / Turriff road, and approximately 3.5km to the south of Macduff and
Banff. The site was granted planning permission in 2015 for erection of an
agricultural shed with extension and formation of vehicular access. No
building has since been erected but the vehicular access has been formed
and the ground has been lowered and levelled becoming a large area of
hardstanding. The proposed site is now generally flat with open views to the
agricultural fields in the distance to the west, south and east. A belt of mature
trees currently fall within the northern boundary of the site. A small number of
residential properties, including Eden Villa, Minerva, Laurel Grove, Keilhill
Smithy, and Keilhill Croft, are situated to the east of the site along the minor
road off the A947 road. The site falls within the Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan 2017 Landscape Character Areas (Agricultural Heartland)
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and Special Landscape Areas (Deveron Valley). A location plan is attached as
Appendix 1.
2.4

The proposal comprises erection of 1) two adjoining agricultural buildings in
north—south direction attached with office and staff room lean-to (4.2m W x
18.3m L x 4.6m H) and an end gable block (9.2m W x 6m L x 6.5 H), each
measuring approximately 96m in length, 24m in width, 11m in height (7.6m to
eave); 2) one CHP building in north—south direction located immediately to
the west of the two agricultural buildings, measuring approx. 96m L x 28m W
x 10.3m H (6.4m to eave); 3) a single chimney immediately adjacent to the
southwest of the CHP building, with 1.1m in diameter and 29m in height; 4)
one SSE building to the west of the existing vehicular access, measuring
approx. 9.3m x 8.1m x 6.3m H (3.3m to eave). The proposed buildings would
be finished in profiled metal sheeting in Goosewing grey. The lower walls of
the SSE building would be in concrete blockwork. Site Plan is attached as
Appendix 2. Proposed Floor Plan, Elevations and Landscape Plan are
attached as Appendices 3, 4 and 5.

2.5

The agent has made various amendments to the drawings initially submitted
and supporting documents during the planning process in order to address
the issues of lack of information and to rectify contradictions among the
submitted information, as well as to verify and justify the nature of the
proposal.

2.6

The latest plans and supporting statement (14 Sept 2020) indicate that the
two proposed agricultural buildings would be used for storage and with a 440tonne capacity for drying wet wood chips sourced from local forests, seed
potatoes and malting barley, which are sourced from local farms including
Montcoffer, Hilton and Kiltryknock, as well as possible other locations
including Milltack, Blackton, Balmaud, Gorrachie, Castleton, Auchill, Plaidy
and Scatterty. The CHP building would house 20 wood gasifiers (model not
specified) and one single CHP Solar Turbine—Taurus Gas Turbine. No
details of the CHP has been provided, although both the latest Noise Impact
Assessment (NIA) and the Air Quality Assessment (AQA) indicate that the
CHP unit being assessed is Taurus 70 Gas Turbine. The NIA also indicates
that only 4 gasifiers would be contained in the proposed CHP building, which
is in conflict with the 20 gasifiers shown in the proposed plans.

2.7

The Planning Service has obtained technical data from the manufacture’s
website (https://www.solarturbines.com/en_US/products/power-generationpackages/taurus-70.html) regarding the Taurus 70 Gas Turbine. It shows that
the CHP has an output power of 8180kWe, i.e. 8.18MWe (neither 8.2kW nor
7.2MW indicated in the NIA and AQA respectively), heat rate of 10,505
kJ/kW-hr [i.e. power efficiency of 34%], exhaust flow of 96,775 kg/hr at
temperature of 505 ºC (or steam production from 16.5 to 72.3 tonnes/hr).

2.8

In the latest (sixth revision) supporting statement the agent submits that the
applicant produces 4000 tonnes of seed potatoes for exporting and 750
tonnes of grain yearly mainly for supplying to the whisky distillers in
Inverboyndie, along with drying wet wood chips on site. The applicant wishes
to relocate all the storage facilities in Inverboyndie to Keilhill, as the current
site is not suitable for further expansion and there are no alternative sites
available within the industrial estates in nearby settlements of Macduff, Banff,
or Turriff. There are no similar businesses in the area and the development at
Keilhill would operate efficiently alongside the other approved CHP
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development at Cairnandrew (Planning Ref. APP/2017/0558 &
APP/2018/1070) to be viable. The proposed CHP has the capacity to
generate 5 to 6 MWe (heat and power) depending on the quality of the wood
chips, of which 1 MWe (heat and power) is required for the agricultural usage
(drying crops, etc.) over 350 days per year. That is approximately 20% of the
energy produced. The rest would be fed to the national grid through the
proposed SSE building. The CHP requires 100 tonnes of dry wood chips per
day. The proposal would employ up to 5 workers on site.
2.9

The agent has submitted five versions of the Transport Statement. In the
latest edition the statement indicates that 60 tonnes of wood chips from local
sources and 120 tonnes of wet wood chips from forests would be transported
to the site daily, with a total of 7.2 truck trips per day, which equates to 36
truck trips per week from Monday to Friday. A total of 30 truck trips to the site
lasting for two weeks are estimated during the grain harvest season. A total of
25 trips are expected to transport the dried grain to distillers. The traffic
movements to the site for seed potato drying are expected to be 160 truck
trips during two-month harvest period. From October to June (8 months), 20
truck trips per month are expected to transport the potatoes from the site for
exporting.

2.10

A Noise Impact Assessment prepared by an acoustic consultant has been
submitted to support the application. The latest revision is based on 4
gasifiers and a single Taurus 70 gas turbine CHP. It is concluded that the
rating level of the CHP, dryers, and gasifiers noise source is that ‘adverse
impact is not likely’. The change of noise level as a result of the development
would be neutral or slight.

2.11

Air Quality Assessment has also been submitted. The initial assessment was
based on the waste tyre fuelled gasifiers and CHP. The latest revision
indicates that the assessment is based on wood chip fuelled gasifiers and the
Taurus 70 gas turbine. The assessment is based on a worst-case scenario of
the CHP unit constantly emitting the maximum anticipated level of each
pollutant throughout operation. The results indicate that concentrations of
NO2, PM10, and PM2.5 were predicted to be below the relevant Air Quality
Objectives at all sensitive receptor locations for all meteorological data sets
assessed. It is concluded that that impacts of NO2, PM10, and PM2.5
concentrations as a result of the operation of the plant were predicted to be
negligible at all receptors. The air quality impacts as a result of the operation
of the development are not considered to be significant.

2.12

The site falls within the SNH Ancient Woodland, Long Established Woodlands
of Plantation Origin. A tree survey was carried out for the previous application
of APP/2017/1357. The survey report for the previous application indicated
that a total of 13 trees on site would be retained, and 41 trees would be felled,
mostly due to the development of the potato storage building. A tree
protection plan and replacement planting were recommended.

2.13

A walkover and protected species survey was conducted in 2017. The survey
report for the previous application of APP/2017/1357 recommended that the
woodlands should be retained as far as possible, and any trees to be felled
should be inspected for nesting birds, squirrel dreys and roosting bats before
felling takes place and any licensing required put in place. A subsequent bat
survey was carried out in May 2018. Two common pipistrelle bats were found
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roosting in this woodland. The proposal would destroy these roosts and
mitigation would be required such as erection of a bat box.
2.14

A revised Tree Survey Report was submitted in Oct 2020, as the submitted
ecology surveys no longer apply to the current proposal, which have removed
the proposed potato store building in the last application, which would have
impact on the existing trees and bats. The latest survey report confirms that
no trees would be affected by the current proposal.

2.15

The site would be accessed from the adjacent minor public road via the
existing vehicular access which has been formed under the previously
approved proposal for erection of agricultural buildings. There are sufficient
areas available on site for vehicle parking and turning areas. The proposed
development would be connected to a public water supply and private
drainage systems including foul water soakaways and surface water
soakaway, which are certified by a percolation test report and surface water
soakaway calculation.

2.16

At the last Banff and Buchan Area Committee it was decided that that
consideration of the application be deferred to a future meeting of the
Committee to enable further information to be provided. Details requested
from the agent for the subsequent BBAC by the Planning Service are as
follows:
• A business case of the proposal provided by a qualified and independent
consultant on economic assessment.
• Details of source of materials to be used for CHP including the exact
locations/addresses.
• A table of a breakdown of energy produced and used by the proposed
CHP. The information should be supported by manufactory’s product
literature/catalogue, and ideally, a specialist’s statement to clarify the
discrepancy among the information in the agent’s planning supporting
statement, NIA, AQA, and the manufacture’s product literature.
• Details of plans for using the waste heat.

2.17

The agent submitted a Business Plan Case (attached as Appendix 6)
prepared by the applicant indicating that the benefits for the project include an
increase in the seed potato exports with storage going from 1,500 tonnes to
6,000 tonnes; diversification income from exporting electricity to the National
Grid; diversification by selling by-product of carbon; carbon powder sold to
relevant companies for paint, cosmetics, plastic injection and ink;
diversification of the production of seasonal local produce (strawberries,
raspberries, blueberries, lettuce, salad vegetables, other fruits and seed
potatoes) from proposed greenhouses. Economic and community Benefits
generated from the project include employment opportunities for the build and
associated businesses and varying professions and qualifications (30 people
on PAYE and 85 people from at least 27 different local businesses). The
project (including proposed greenhouse development) will cost multi-million
pounds. The project will be built as soon as possible hopefully in the first 12
months after approval is granted. The phase 2 development for the
greenhouse project will be submitted shortly and be built and installed
simultaneously.

2.18

The submitted information states that woodchip would be collected from local
sawmills, woods in Fraserburgh, Ellon, Huntly, Elgin to feed the Thermolyzer
to extract green gas. The development (Taurus Gas Turbine) could generate
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up to 6 – 7 MWh (megawatts of heat) and 5 MWe (megawatts of electricity). A
maximum of 15 MWh and 8.2 MWe could be generated if natural gas fuel
were used. Heat will funnel from the gas turbine exhaust into an ORC heat
exchanger generator to generate 30% more electricity making a total of 6.5
MWe electricity. Drying crops and wood chip will use 1.5 MWh and 1 MWe.
The proposed greenhouse project will use up to 6 MWh and 4 MWe.
2.19

Business Development has been consulted on the information submitted by
the applicant and commented as follows:
The full suite of documents submitted to accompany the planning application
have been reviewed. Some of the detail within the documents is unable to be
qualified or quantified.
It is noted that the food and drink sector is a major contributor to our economy
and is identified as a growth sector in Scotland’s Economic Strategy. The
national food and drink policy includes the impact of food and drink on health,
the environment, social justice, education and the economy in Scotland and
aims to build a 'Good Food Nation’.
Supporting the food and drink industry includes promoting sustainable
production and procurement. Producing food and drink sustainably means
farming and manufacturing it in a way that helps to preserve and protect the
environment for future generations. Procuring it sustainably means buying it
from producers who minimise their impact on the environment, for example,
by reducing their carbon emissions, and support the longevity of the industry.
The proposed development, as detailed in the documents accompanying the
planning application, is aiming to deliver on policies identified in supporting
and growing this key industry.

2.20

Relevant Planning History
APP/2017/1357
Full Planning Permission for Erection of 2 Agricultural Storage Buildings;
Erection of Potato Store Building; Erection of Building to Incorporate
Combined Heat and Power Plant (CHP) and Erection of SSE Building at Site
at Keilhill, King Edward, Banff, refused on 26 February 2019, following BBAC
decision on 19 February 2019 to refuse the application in accordance with
officer’s recommendation. Appeal to Scottish Government 10 April 2019,
dismissed 9 August 2019
APP/2016/0820
Full Planning Permission for Erection of Building Incorporating Combined
Heat and Power Plant (CHP) at Site At Linganbo, King Edward, invalid
application
APP/2016/0387
Full Planning Permission for Erection of Agricultural Building Incorporating
Combined Heat and Power Plant (CHP) at Site at Linganbo, King Edward,
invalid application
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APP/2014/3589
Full Planning Permission for Extension to Recently Approved Agricultural
Shed and Formation of Vehicular Access at Linganbo, Banff, granted
14.01.2015; road access formed, site levelled, no buildings erected
APP/2014/2119
Full Planning Permission for Erection of Extension to Recently Approved
Agricultural Shed and Formation of Vehicular Access at Site at Linganbo, King
Edward, refused 20.08.2014
APP/2013/0604
Prior Notification for Erection of Agricultural Store at Site at Linganbo, King
Edward, Prior Notification not required 22.03.2013, not implemented
APP/2008/1782
Full Planning Permission for Erection of Agricultural Building Proposed Potato
Store at Site at Keilhill, King Edward, withdrawn 17.06.2008
2.21 Supporting Information
Walkover and Protected Species Survey Report [by Countrywise, 18 Dec
2017] received 09 Oct 2019
Bat Survey Report [by Countrywise, May 2018] received 09 Oct 2019
Tree Survey Report KKE-1801-TR [by Astell Associates, 17 Jan 2018]
received 09 Oct 2019
Tree Survey Report KKE-1801-TR (rev 1) [by Astell Associates, 28th
September 2020] received 1 Oct 2020
Tree Protection and Management Plan KKE-1801-TP (A) [by Astell
Associates, 17 Jan 2018] received 09 Oct 2019
Tree Protection and Management Plan KKE-1801-TP (B) [by Astell
Associates, 17 Jan 2018] received 12 Aug 2020
Arboricultural Assessment [KKE-1801-AA, by Astell Associates, 11 Jan 2018]
received 09 Oct 2019
Economic Assessment [by Mantell Ritchie, received 31 Oct 2019]
Supporting Statement [by Mantell Ritchie, received 09 Oct 2019]
Processing details [by Mantell Ritchie, received 31 Oct 2019]
Response to planning officer [by Mantell Ritchie, received 07 Apr 2020]
Supporting Statement [by Mantell Ritchie, received 05 May 2020]
Response to planning officer [by Mantell Ritchie, received 05 May 2020]
Response to planning officer [by Mantell Ritchie, received 15 July 2020]
Updated Supporting Statement [by Mantell Ritchie, 14 July 2020]
Response to planning officer [by Mantell Ritchie, received 23 July 2020]
Updated Supporting Statement [by Mantell Ritchie, 23 July 2020]
Updated Supporting Statement [by Mantell Ritchie, 28 July 2020]
Response to planning officer [by Mantell Ritchie, received 12 Aug 2020]
Updated Supporting Statement [by Mantell Ritchie, 14 September 2020]
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Surface Water Soakaway Calculation [by Mantell Ritchie, 28 Nov 2017]
received 09 Oct 2019
Percolation Test Report [by Mantell Ritchie, 28 Nov 2017] received 09 Oct
2019
Transport Statement [by Mantell Ritchie, received 09 Oct 2019]
Transport Statement [by Mantell Ritchie, received 05 May 2020]
Updated Transport Statement [by Mantell Ritchie, 14 July 2020] received 15
July 2020
Updated Transport Statement [by Mantell Ritchie, 23 July 2020] received 23
July 2020
Updated Transport Statement [by Mantell Ritchie, 23 July 2020] received 28
July 2020
Air Quality Assessment, reference 1260-2r1 [by Redmore Environmental, 11
Dec 2019] received 12 Dec 2019
Air Quality Assessment, reference 1260-2r1 [by Redmore Environmental, 14
Feb 2020, Amended fuel type] [received on 17 Feb 2020, 5 May 2020, 18
May 2020]
Noise Impact Assessment, Technical Report: R-7446C-RGM-RRM, [by RMP
Acoustics Energy Vibration, 11 December 2019] [error in title, it should be R7446E-RGM-RRM] received 12 Dec 2019
Noise Impact Assessment, Technical Report: R-7446F-RGM-RRM, [by RMP
Acoustics Energy Vibration, 14 February 2020] received 17 Feb 2020
Noise Impact Assessment, Technical Report: R-7446G-RGM-RRM, [by RMP
Acoustics Energy Vibration, 12 June 2020] received 15 June 2020
2.22

Variations & Amendments
Multiple variations have been made on this application since it was first
submitted, the most recent drawings are as follows:
14026 12 K Block Plan and Sketch Proposals [received 7 April 2020]
14026 15 G Landscaping Plan [received 12 Aug 2020]
KKE-1801-TP B Tree Protection and Management Plan [received 12 Aug
2020]
14026 13 F Plans and Elevations (Storage Building)
14026 16 C Block Plan - Details of Ditches
14026 LP2 Location Plan

3.

Representations

3.1

A total of 40 valid representations (10 support and 30 objection) have been
received as defined in the Scheme of Governance. This does not include
multiple representations from the same household which equate to 60 (10
support and 50 objection) letters in total. These representations can be
viewed on the Aberdeenshire Council website by following this link:
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https://upa.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/onlineapplications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=PYG0A6C
AJBC00
All issues raised have been considered. The letters raise the following
material issues:
Support
• The development would provide job opportunities for the local area.
• It would have economic benefit to the council regarding disposing of
waste.
• CHP would provide cheap, clean, and renewable energy.
• Emissions from CHP is nitrogen and water in the form of steam.
• The development is good for the future environment and generations.
Objection
• The proposal is similar to the previous application of APP/2017/1357,
which was refused, and the appeal to Scottish Ministers was
dismissed.
• The proposal does not comply with local plan Policy C2, Policy R2, and
Policy E2.
• The submitted information and supporting statement is misleading and
contradictory in regard to the nature and scale of the development, as
well as the claims to have support from the eight neighbouring farms.
• The proposal is industrial process to produce energy, not agricultural.
• There are existing industrial areas more suitable for the proposed
development, e.g. Inverboyndie, which is strongly linked to this
application by transporting wood pellets between the two sites.
• Concerns over burning rubber tyres.
• Concerns over air pollution (emissions of nitrogen dioxide, particles),
noise pollution (on site and noise generated by traffic), and light
pollution from the site operation.
• Concerns over increased road traffic on the existing narrow road and
its junction with A947 road.
• The narrow road is unsuitable for HGV traffic.
• The transportation calculation is underestimated. The development
would involve articulated lorries using the narrow road and turning onto
A947 on a regular basis.
• The site is on two school bus routes and a cycling route.
• Flood risk
• Negative impact on special landscape area, wild life, and ancient
woodland.
• Negative impact on residential amenity and quality of life of the local
residents, as well as on walkers, cyclists, and horse riders.
4.

Consultations

4.1

Infrastructure Services (Economic Development) advises that there is
insufficient detail within the content of the Economic Assessment and
Supporting Statement provided by the applicant to allow suitable comment on
the above proposal.
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4.2

Infrastructure Services (Environmental Health) initially objected to the
proposal due to discrepancies in the supporting information but has removed
objection following receipt of updated information.
Air Quality
An air quality assessment was undertaken to assess the impact of one Taurus
70 7.2MW gas turbine for the gasification of wood pellets to generate
electricity for exporting to the grid. Environmental Health has no objection
subject to conditions.
Noise
The revised noise impact assessment, Technical Report No. R-7446G-RGMRRM, dated 12 June 2020 demonstrates that noise levels from the proposed
development are not likely to have an adverse impact on nearby noise
sensitive properties, subject to operational controls being implemented when
accessing the drying sheds and the installation of insulated cladding panels to
all 3 sheds. Environmental Health has no objection subject to the conditions.
The applicant proposes to position a barrier, constructed of potato crates,
along the west and east site boundaries as an ‘acoustic’ barrier.
Environmental Health does not recognise the use of a temporary or moveable
structure in the form of potato crates to be a suitable acoustic barrier unless
the barrier performance can be demonstrated.
Flood Lighting
The applicant has failed to provide details on the site lighting proposed to be
installed. Adequate controls must be incorporated in the design and
positioning of floodlighting to ensure that no nuisance arises from glare or light
intrusion at neighbouring residential properties. A condition for flood lighting is
recommended.

4.3

Infrastructure Services (Environment—Natural Heritage) advises that the
updated tree report confirms that no trees require to be removed in order to
develop this proposal. The tree protection will require to be erected as
detailed in the report and associated tree protection plan and this can be
covered by condition, should the proposal be approved. In terms of ecology,
as no trees are to be removed there will not be any adverse impact on
potential bat roosts.

4.4

Infrastructure Services (Flood Risk and Coast Protection) is satisfied with
the surface water drainage proposals and has no comment to make.

4.5

Infrastructure Services (Roads Development) has no objections to the
proposal subject to conditions.

4.6

Infrastructure Services (Transportation) has no further comment on this
application and all transportation matters will be addressed through Roads
Development.

4.7

Civil Aviation Authority has not responded to the consultation.

4.8

NATS Safeguarding has no safeguarding objection to the proposal.
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4.9

Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) has removed its
objection to the planning application on the grounds of a lack of information
and removed request for a planning condition be attached to the
consent requiring a Pollution Prevention Plan, although the applicant should
still follow the advice in section 4.3 of its previous response on 23 December
2019.
Where the Gasification Activity Part A 1.2(c) applies then the applicant will
need to apply for a Part A permit from SEPA in order to operate. The permit
would also capture the subsequent combustion of the gas produced. A Part A
permit will control all emissions from the site including consideration of air
quality and stack height as well as noise. It may be possible that the applicant
reverts to direct combustion of woodchip below the Part B threshold and
therefore would fall to MCP where SEPA has no control of air quality/stack
height. The planning authority should consider in consultation with
Environmental Health any planning requirements/conditions they have in
regard to emissions.
Flood risk
SEPA has no objection to this proposed development on flood risk grounds.
There is no watercourse running though the development site and the
adjacent watercourse to the north is a small road ditch which is draining to the
east away from the site. The ground levels show a considerable drop from
west to east across the site and therefore these small adjacent ditches are
draining to the east and away from the development site.
Energy generation and consentability under SEPA regulatory regimes
It was unclear exactly what was being applied for and as such SEPA objected
to the planning application on the basis of insufficient information to determine
the potential consentability of the proposals. Information was required to be
provide on the source of fuel, the proposed source of the waste tyres, and
proposed storage areas and quantities. The proposal would likely fall under
the Medium Combustion Plant Directive (MCPD) as the Gas Turbine
discussed is around the 7MW mark. The applicant was required to confirm the
net rated thermal input of the gas turbine, confirm the purpose, as if for drying
only may be exempt from MCP. SOx will also need to be considered under
MCPD in the Air Quality Assessment along with NOx and Particular Matter.
Further to the meeting on the 20 January 2020 and the subsequent
resubmission and reassessment of the Air Modelling Report, it has been
clarified that it is not the intention to use waste tyres as a fuel source but virgin
woodchip. No waste is proposed to be utilised as part of this application and
the reference to tyres as a fuel in the Air Quality (AQ) Assessment was an
error and is not applicable to this application.
Confirmation has also been provided that the wood chip is not being directly
combusted but undergoes a process of gasification with the resultant gas
combusted to generate electricity.
The number of gasifiers has not been confirmed though is likely to be less
than the 20 units depicted. Discussion considered that there may in fact be
fewer larger units with similar overall capacity, this should be confirmed.
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It was confirmed that the 'gaseous products of combustion' are not to be 'used
for the direct heating, drying or any other treatment of objects or materials'. It
is understood that heat is transferred to a hot water system that is then used
in the associated drying sheds (hats concrete base). As such Medium
Combustion Plant Directive (MCPD) exemption Reg 3 A (1)(d) does not apply.
The gas turbine size will need to be confirmed. It is understood to be capable
of producing more energy that stated, possibly around 8MW. The applicant
will need to confirm the net rated thermal input of the turbine at the time of
application for a permit to SEPA.
Construction environmental management and pollution prevention
In view of the fact that the development is adjacent to a small
watercourse/drain, and pollution prevention and environmental management
will therefore be especially important during the construction phase SEPA
required a Pollution Prevention Plan condition to be agreed with the planning
authority in consultation with SEPA prior to the commencement of
development. This requirement was later removed by SEPA.
4.10

Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) advises that SNH Licensing Team no
longer wishes to be consulted by Aberdeenshire planning teams prior to
determination of a planning application. It is likely that a bat derogation licence
can be granted by SNH Licensing to disturb, obstruct, damage or destroy bat
roosts, for the purpose of preserving public health or public safety, an
imperative reason of overriding public interest (social, economic,
environmental) or to prevent serious damage to property subject to a list of
requirements.

4.11 Scottish & Southern Electricity Networks has no objection to the proposal.
SSEN advise that there is a high voltage overhead line the vicinity of the
proposed development area.
4.12 Scottish Water has not responded to the consultation.
5.

Relevant Planning Policies

5.1

Scottish Planning Policy
The aim of the Scottish Planning Policies is to ensure that development and
changes in land use occur in suitable locations and are sustainable. The
planning system must also provide protection from inappropriate
development. Its primary objectives are:
•
•
•

to set the land use framework for promoting sustainable economic
development;
to encourage and support regeneration; and
to maintain and enhance the quality of the natural heritage and built
environment.

Development and conservation are not mutually exclusive objectives; the aim
is to resolve conflicts between the objectives set out above and to manage
change. Planning policies and decisions should not prevent or inhibit
development unless there are sound reasons for doing so. The planning
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system guides the future development and use of land in cities, towns and
rural areas in the long term public interest. The goal is a prosperous and
socially just Scotland with a strong economy, homes, jobs and a good living
environment for everyone.
5.2

Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan 2020
The Strategic Development Plan was published in August 2020.
The purpose of this Plan is to set a clear direction for the future development
of the City Region. It sets the strategic framework for investment in jobs,
homes and infrastructure over the next 20 years. All parts of the Strategic
Development Plan area will fall within either a strategic growth area or a local
growth and diversification area. Some areas are also identified as
regeneration priority areas. There are also general objectives identified. In
summary, these cover promoting economic growth, promoting sustainable
economic development which will reduce carbon dioxide production, adapt to
the effects of climate change and limit the amount of non-renewable
resources used, encouraging population growth, maintaining and improving
the region’s built, natural and cultural assets, promoting sustainable
communities and improving accessibility in developments.
The Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017 will continue to be the
primary document against which applications are considered. The Aberdeen
City & Shire SDP 2020 as published may also be a material consideration.

5.3

Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017
Policy R1 Special rural areas
Policy R2 Housing and employment development elsewhere in the
countryside
Policy P1 Layout, siting and design
Policy C2 Renewable energy
Policy C4 Flooding
Policy P4 Hazardous and potentially polluting developments and
contaminated land
Policy E1 Natural heritage
Policy E2 Landscape
Policy PR1 Protecting resources (trees and woodland)
Policy RD1 Providing suitable services

5.4

Proposed Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2020
Aberdeenshire Council on 5 March 2020 resolved to agree the Proposed
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan (LDP) 2020 as the ‘settled view of the
Council’ on what the final adopted content of the LDP 2021 should be.
The Proposed LDP 2020 is a material consideration in the determination of
planning applications. The Planning Authority must therefore assess what
weight it should have in the context of this particular application. As the
Proposed LDP is yet to be subject to public scrutiny and subsequent
Examination by an independent Reporter, it is considered that the level of
weight that should be applied to the Proposed LDP 2020 is not significant.
The Aberdeenshire LDP 2017 remains the up-to-date LDP for the area and
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the primary document against which planning applications should be
determined until such time as a new LDP for the area is adopted.
5.5

Other Material Considerations
Scottish Planning Policy

6.

Discussion

6.1

The main planning issues to be considered in this application are the principle
of development; the layout, siting, and design; access and servicing of the
development; other technical matters and impact on amenity and natural and
built heritage.
Principle of Development

6.2

The proposed development site is situated in the countryside. The proposal
for erection of four new buildings comprises two elements: 1) potato and grain
drying and storage; and 2) creation of a new enterprise involving a form of
renewable energy by burning of biomass (wood chips). Policy R2 Housing
and employment development elsewhere in the countryside and Policy C2
Renewable energy are the principal considerations in determining whether the
application is acceptable in principle.
Policy R2

6.3

Policy R2 aims to restrict development proposals in the countryside area
outwith the Aberdeen greenbelt and coastal zone to small-scale development
that would meet one of the criteria under Policy R2. In this application it is to
consider whether the development would be acceptable under Policy R1
Special Rural Areas; or it is a small-scale employment proposal. Policy R1 will
only allow development if it is essential and cannot be located elsewhere.
Development for the purposes of agriculture, forestry, horticulture, nature
conservation or essential public infrastructure is permitted.

6.4

It is noted that the applicant currently operates a farm business producing and
exporting 4000 tonne of seed potatoes along with 750 tonnes of grain
production yearly across various farms, of which only limited land falls within
the ownership of the applicant. The current operation involves drying and
storage of potatoes and grain in the applicant’s facilities in Inverboyndie.

6.5

The supporting statement indicates that the proposed buildings would allow
the relocation of the operation from Inverboyndie to Keilhill. This, along with
the site at Cairnandrew, would enable further expansion of the business and
make the business viable. The supporting statement however has not
indicated the capacity in Cairnandrew or provided sufficient details to
substantiate the necessity to establish a second site for CHP facility outside of
the Cairnandrew site, which has already been granted planning permission in
2017 (APP/2017/0558 by Banff and Buchan Area Committee) and 2018
(APP/2018/1070, amended siting) for erection of 2 buildings to incorporate
Combined Heat and Power Plant (CHP) for power generation and drying
agricultural produce.

6.6

The drying of potatoes and grain is an agricultural activity within the context of
the UK Standard Industrial Classification of Economic Activities 2007 (SIC
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2007) (Classification 01.64). Drying wood chips (Classification 16.10) for CHP
and generation of energy (Classification 35.11) through burning biomass
(wood chips) are industrial activities.
6.7

Whilst it is unclear to the Planning Service as to why Keilhill has been
selected for relocation and why the facilities in Inverboyndie along with
Cairnandrew could not fulfil the objectives of the business expansion, the
element of proposed buildings for potato and grain drying and storage in
isolation is considered to accord with the Policy R1 in terms of development
for the purposes of agricultural use. Particularly, the application site has
already been granted permission for erection of agricultural buildings, and the
permission has been implemented by means of formation of the vehicular
access and site levelling.

6.8

With regard to small-scale employment development, the Local Plan states
that in the case of employment, a development site of less than 0.5 hectares
and employing 5 or less full-time persons is considered as ‘small-scale’. The
proposed development site covers approximately 1.97 hectares and
according to the supporting statement, the proposed development would
employ up to 5 full time workers for the operation of the agricultural business
and the CHP unit. Therefore, the proposed development clearly falls outwith
the category of ‘small-scale’. The submitted business case is deemed
insufficient to provide any information from economic development viewpoint
to justify the development is essential to be beyond small-scale and cannot be
located elsewhere in built-up areas, or at existing site in Inverboyndie and/or
Cairnandrew.

6.9

As stated above, although the erection of buildings for agricultural activities
meet the Policy R1, the overall proposal for a business incorporating power
generation fails to meet Policy R2, as it is an employment development
beyond small-scale inappropriate for the countryside.
Policy C2

6.10

Policy C2 supports solar, wind, biomass (energy from biological material
derived from living or recently living organisms) and hydro-electricity
developments which are in appropriate sites and of the right design. Biomass
schemes are treated as industrial process suitable for business land. Other
renewable energy [NB. including biomass] developments are required to
relate well to the source of the renewable energy required for operation and
satisfactory steps must be taken to mitigate any negative impacts on
occupiers of nearby properties.

6.11

The proposed gas turbine CHP with associated wood chip drying operation is
treated as industrial process and is suitable to be located within business land
in a settlement as designated in the Local Plan. The proposed site lies in the
countryside; and is miles away from any business land allocations in the
settlements of Macduff, Banff, Inverboyndie, and Turriff. The supporting
statements indicate that all nearby industrial estates have been considered
but discounted, as either there is no land available or any available business
land [in Macduff and Turriff] is too small to site the proposed CHP along with
the buildings for drying and storage of agricultural produce.

6.12

While acknowledging the fact that there is a lack of sizeable designated
business land available near Keilhill, the Planning Service however is of the
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view that the appropriateness and necessity of siting of such CHP has not
been fully demonstrated.
6.13

Firstly, apart from the applicant owns the proposed site, it is unclear as to how
central the site is in terms of its connection to various farms producing
potatoes and grain that the applicant operates, and whether the site is a better
and more appropriate location than the approved site in Cairnandrew or
indeed the existing site in Inverboyndie.

6.14

Secondly, it is unclear as to whether there would be adequate capacity at the
approved CHP in Cairnandrew owned by the applicant, which would become
an ‘existing facility’, for drying all the seed potatoes and grain produced, and
why the CHP in Cairnandrew could not be utilised as a centralised location for
drying all the produce transported from various farms. Without this
information, it is unconvincing that building another CHP at Keilhill is
necessary.

6.15

Thirdly, it is unclear as to how much (or what the percentage of) heat
generated from the gas turbine CHP would be required for drying 4000 tonnes
of potatoes and 750 tonnes of grain in the proposed buildings in Keilhill, and
how much the surplus would be, and most importantly how and where the
surplus would be stored, distributed and/or used.

6.16

The proposed CHP would be operating 24 hours a day, and 7 days a week.
According to the product information for Taurus 70 gas turbine, it is estimated
that up to 8.2MW of electricity and heat of 96,775 kg/hr at temperature of 505
ºC, equivalent of 16.5 to 72.3 tonnes/hr steam if captured, would be
generated.

6.17

The agent’s supporting statement indicates that the proposed CHP has the
capacity to generate 5 to 6 MWe (heat and power) depending on the quality of
the wood chips, of which 1 MWe (heat and power) is required for the
agricultural usage (drying crops, etc.) over 350 days per year, equivalent of
approximately 20% of the energy produced. The rest would be fed to the
national grid through the proposed SSE building.

6.18

Whilst the proposal incorporates an SSE building facilitating the distribution of
the surplus of electricity generated from the CHP to the national grid, with at
least 80% of electricity generated not to be used for agricultural activities the
Planning Service considers that the nature of the proposed development in
fact is for generation of energy, with the agricultural operations becoming a
“surplus” element. Therefore, siting of such an industrial scale biomass
development in the countryside cannot be justified.

6.19

Moreover, the Planning Service has great concerns over the amount of heat,
which would be generated from the CHP, being well beyond the required
amount for drying potatoes and grain on site, as the agricultural activities are
seasonal lasting less than 3 months per year. Drying wood chips would be all
year round. However, it is unclear as to the proportion of the heat required for
drying wood chips, which itself is an industrial operation not requiring a
countryside location. No justification has been demonstrated that the
proposed Taurus 70 gas turbine CHP and the 20 gasifiers, which in turn
affects the scale of the plant building, are absolutely necessary for the
agricultural business.
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6.20

Furthermore, the proposal has not demonstrated that suitable equipment,
infrastructures, and heat network to facilitate the capture, storage, and
distribution any “surplus” heat generated from the proposed CHP during the
daily industrial process has been considered and/or would be planned.
Currently there is no existing infrastructure or heat network in place for
storage and distribution of the heat that would be generated from the
development. The Planning Service is concerned that the majority of heat
produced could be uncaptured and wasted, which is in conflict with the
essence of the renewable energy policies.

6.21

Policy C2 states renewable energy developments are required to relate well to
the source of the renewable energy required for operation. Despite the
supporting statement indicating that wood chips to be used in the CHP would
be from local forests, with daily 100 tonnes (120 tonnes indicated in the
Transport Statement) of 36 truckloads of wet wood chips to be transported to
the site, the locations for sourcing raw materials have not been specified.
Therefore, it is unclear as to whether the local forests are in deed “local”, and
whether it is sustainable for the “local” forests to support a wood chip burning
CHP of such a large scale. With regard to negative impacts on occupiers of
nearby properties, the relevant consultees have considered traffic movement
impact and environmental implications and concluded that the proposal would
have negligible impacts subject to planning conditions.

6.22

Concluding from the above, the proposal fails to comply with Policy R2 and
Policy C2, as it has not been adequately demonstrated that the proposed
development incorporating agricultural business and a biomass scheme
beyond a small-scale is appropriate and must be located in the countryside.
Layout Siting and Design

6.23

Policy P1 Layout, siting and design only supports development designs that
demonstrate the six qualities of successful places, which includes that it is
distinctive; safe and pleasant; welcoming; adaptable; efficient and well
connected.

6.24

The proposed buildings adopt an external appearance which would be
expected for an agricultural building within a rural area, albeit on a large scale.
The siting of the buildings would be situated against the existing tree belt
along the minor road. Given that the proposed ground level (as existing) has
already been lowered compared to the road level, and the orientation of three
buildings being northwest-southeast direction, the overall visual impact of the
development from the A947 road would not be considered as unacceptable.

6.25

On this basis there are no immediate concerns with regard to the layout, siting
and design of the proposal. Therefore, the proposal can be accepted under
the terms of Policy P1.
Access and Services

6.26

Regarding vehicular access and vehicle parking, adequate spaces are
proposed, and the transport statement with updated revisions has been
considered by the Council’s consultees. Neither Infrastructure Services
(Roads Development) and Infrastructure Services (Transportation) has any
objection to the proposal subject to conditions.
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6.27

The development would be serviced by public water and private drainage
systems. A percolation test report submitted for the application demonstrates
that the new development would be adequately serviced. SEPA has no
objection to this proposed development on flood risk grounds. As the ground
levels have a considerable drop from west to east across the site, it would be
unlikely that the proposed development lies within the functional floodplain of
any small watercourses. In view of the fact that the development is adjacent to
a small watercourse/drain, and pollution prevention and environmental
management will therefore be especially important during the construction
phase, SEPA required a Pollution Prevention Plan condition. This requirement
was later removed by SEPA following the re-consultation. Infrastructure
Services (Flood Risk and Coast Protection) has no objection to this
application.

6.28

The infrastructure provisions for the proposal therefore are considered
sufficient. The proposal is compliant to the Policy RD1 and Policy C4.
Other technical matters and general amenity

6.29

The submitted Noise Impact Assessment (R-7446G-RGM-RRM, dated 12
June 2020) and Air Quality Assessment reports have been considered by
Infrastructure Services (Environmental Health). It is demonstrated that noise
levels from the proposed development are not likely to have an adverse
impact on nearby noise sensitive properties, subject to operational controls
being implemented when accessing the drying sheds and the installation of
insulated cladding panels to all 3 sheds. The use of a temporary or moveable
structure in the form of potato crates to be a suitable acoustic barrier is not
recognised by Infrastructure Services (Environmental Health) unless the
barrier performance can be demonstrated.

6.30

In terms of air pollution, Infrastructure Services (Environmental Health) accept
the conclusion of the report that NO2, PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations would
be negligible to all receptors.

6.31

With regard to floodlighting, it is advised that adequate controls must be
incorporated in the design and positioning of floodlighting to ensure that no
nuisance arises from glare or light intrusion at neighbouring residential
properties. Overall, Infrastructure Services (Environmental Health) has no
objection to the proposal subject to conditions.

6.32

SEPA has considered the proposed CHP and has no objection to the
proposal. However, due to the discrepancy of the information with regard to
the capacity of the gas turbine (7.2MW in assessment report but 8.2MW in
technical data) provided by the agent, SEPA states that the gas turbine size
and the net rated thermal input of the turbine will need to be confirmed at the
time of application for a permit to SEPA.

6.33

The development meets Policy P4 and would not adversely affect the
amenities of the surrounding area.

6.34

SSE has been consulted and has not raised objection to the proposal. NATs
and CAA have been consulted due to the height of the proposed chimneys
being over 15m in height. NATs confirms that it has no safeguarding objection
to the proposal.
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Impact of the development on natural heritage
6.35

The proposal has been amended to shift the proposed agricultural building
southward to avoid trees, which fall within the SNH Ancient Woodland, Long
Established Woodlands of Plantation Origin. The previously proposed potato
storage building has also been removed from this application. Therefore,
removal of 41 out of a total of 54 existing mature trees on the northern
boundary of the site as indicated in the tree survey report and as stated in the
previous application would no longer be required. A revised tree survey
confirms that the no trees would require to be felled as result of the
development.

6.36

A walkover and protected species survey and a bat survey carried out for the
previous application concluded that two common pipistrelle bat roosts would
be affected and that erection of a bat box as mitigation would be required. As
the current proposal would not involve removal of trees, proposed mitigation
for bats would not be required.

6.37

Infrastructure Services (Environment—Natural Heritage) advises that the
updated tree report confirms that no trees require to be removed in order to
develop this proposal. Tree protection will require to be erected as detailed in
the report and associated tree protection plan and this can be covered by
condition, should the proposal be approved. In terms of ecology, as no trees
are to be removed there will not be any adverse impact on potential bat
roosts.

6.38

Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) has been consulted and confirms that it is
likely that a licence would be granted.

6.39

On the basis of the assessment results and views of the consultees, the
Planning Service considers that the proposal complies with Policy E1 and
Policy PR1 in respect of the designated woodland and the population of bats.

6.40

The site falls within the ALDP 2017 Landscape Character Areas (Agricultural
Heartland) and Special Landscape Areas (Deveron Valley). The area adjacent
to the site is characterised by open agricultural land with patchy dwellings and
dotted agricultural buildings with mature trees on road edges. It is likely that
the proposed development would be visible from the main road but would
appear to be agricultural buildings similar to other agricultural buildings seen
in the rural area. The only intrusive element to the landscape would be the
chimney. However, given the scale of the chimney, it is not considered that
the overall landscape character of the area would be adversely impacted to
detriment. Therefore, the proposal is considered to comply with Policy E2.
Representations

6.41

A significant number of supporting letters have been received. The Planning
Service notes that the reason cited by supporters of the application is
economic benefit of the proposal in general, which is promoted by the
development plan policy that similarly seeks to support renewable energy.
However, the principle of the development must be examined along with other
aspects of the proposal to ensure the protection of public safety, residential
amenity, and natural heritage from being significantly adversely affected.
Views of objectors have also been fully considered and incorporated within
the above assessment. None of the consultees have raised objections to the
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proposal with regard to traffic movements and roads; noise, air and light
pollutions; flood risk; and natural heritage.
Material Considerations
6.42

Economic development and public benefits are material considerations for this
application. The supporting documents include an economic case for the
proposed development, which has been examined by Infrastructure Services
(Economic Development). However, the submitted information is deemed to
be insufficient to enable any meaningful commentary from an economic
development viewpoint by the consultee. The Planning Service considers that
economic benefits of the proposal including local and community socioeconomic benefits such as employment, associated business and supply
chain opportunities has not been substantiated. In fact, one of the objectors
rejects the claim in the supporting document that his farm is associated with
the applicant’s business. Therefore, the business case presented does not
justify a departure from local plan policies.

6.43

The amended Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) published in December 2020 is
a material consideration that carries significant weight, though it is for the
decision-maker to determine the appropriate weight in each case. It is
expected that where development plans and proposals accord with this SPP,
their progress through the planning system should be smoother.

6.44

In relation to the subject of Low Carbon Place—Heat, S.158 indicates that
Local development plans should use heat mapping to identify the potential for
co-locating developments with a high heat demand with sources of heat
supply. Heat supply sources include harvestable woodlands, sawmills
producing biomass, biogas production sites and developments producing
unused excess heat, as well as geothermal systems, heat recoverable from
mine waters, aquifers, other bodies of water and heat storage systems. Heat
demand sites for particular consideration include high density developments,
communities off the gas grid, fuel poor areas and anchor developments such
as hospitals, schools, leisure centres and heat intensive industry.

6.45

On the subject of Other Renewable Electricity Generating Technologies and
Storage, S.167 states that Development plans should identify areas capable
of accommodating renewable electricity projects in addition to wind
generation, including hydro-electricity generation related to river or tidal flows
or energy storage projects of a range of scales.

6.46

S.168 states that Development plans should identify areas which are weakly
connected or unconnected to the national electricity network and facilitate
development of decentralised and mobile energy storage installations. Energy
storage schemes help to support development of renewable energy and
maintain stability of the electricity network in areas where reinforcement is
needed to manage congestion. Strategic development planning authorities
are expected to take the lead in dealing with cross-boundary constraints and
opportunities and will coordinate activity between constituent planning
authorities.

6.47

The Planning Service considers that the content in S.158, S.167, and S.168 of
the SPP has already been incorporated into the Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan policy, which has indicated that biomass development
should be located in designated business land within settlements which are
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associated with high heat demand. Agricultural business in the countryside is
not considered to be one of those heat demand sites. The proposed
development constitutes a scheme for generation of heat and electricity, of
which less than 15% (1MW out of 6.5MW) would be used for agricultural
activities on site. The suggested prospective greenhouse project would lie
outwith this application site boundary. No application for this has been
submitted and would be subject of a major application that would be assessed
on its own merit, and there is no guarantee that this would ever be brought to
fruition. Therefore, its consumption of energy generated from the current
application remains speculative and cannot be taken into account. The
proposed site and its surrounding area is not considered to be weakly
connected or unconnected to the national electricity network requiring the
development of decentralised and mobile energy storage installations.
6.48

As such, the Planning Service is of the view that the ALDP polices are not in
conflict with these aspects of SPP. The proposal is contrary to the SPP in
terms of heat generation as the proposal would not be co-located with a high
heat demand area or site, and/or associated a site as such through any
existing or planned heat network. The necessity for siting of this industrial
scale heat and electricity generation scheme not mainly used for agricultural
activities in the countryside is not evident.

6.49

In terms of the additional information submitted by the applicant following the
last Area Committee, the Planning Service considers that on the one hand it
has not demonstrated that the proposed development is a small scale rural
development, given the size of the site and its link to a potential major
application for proposed greenhouses. On the other hand, no information has
been provided on financial projections of the proposed greenhouse project.
Without this information, it is not possible to compare the financial benefits of
the projects between the CHP development and the prospective greenhouse
development. The submitted information suggests that the turnover from
exporting excess energy to the national grid alone would be in the range from
1.65 to 9 times of those of exporting seed potatoes and malting barley.
Therefore, based on the business case submitted it is unconvincing that any
excess energy generated from the CHP development would be used to supply
heat and electricity to a prospective greenhouse project for agricultural
production rather than being sold directly to the national grid. As a result, the
Planning Service is unable to attach any weight to the prospective
greenhouse project in determining this application.
Conclusion

6.50 The proposal has been considered in relation to all relevant planning policies
of the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017. Despite that the
proposed development complies with a number of policies, it is unacceptable
in principle, as the proposal would be a rural employment development
incorporating CHP beyond a small-scale that is permitted by Policy R2
Housing and employment development elsewhere in the countryside; and it
has not been adequately demonstrated that the proposed biomass scheme
must be located in the countryside rather than on business land within
settlements which is permitted by Policy C2 Renewable energy.
6.51 No material considerations indicate that the proposed development would
warrant granting planning permission. The Planning Service therefore is
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unable to support this application and the application is recommended for
refusal.
7.

Area Implications

7.1

In the specific circumstances of this application there is no direct connection
with the currently specified objectives and identified actions of the Local
Community.

8.

Implications and Risk

8.1

An integrated impact assessment is not required because the granting or
refusing of the application will not have a differential impact on the protected
characteristics of the applicant or any third parties.

8.2

There are no staffing and financial implications.

8.3

There are no risks identified in respect of this matter in terms of the Corporate
and Directorate Risk Registers as the Committee is considering the
application as the planning authority in a quasi-judicial role and must
determine the application on its own merits in accordance with the
Development Plan unless material considerations justify a departure.

8.4

No separate consideration of the current proposal’s degree of sustainability is
required as the concept is implicit to and wholly integral with the planning
process against the policies of which it has been measured.

9.

Departures, Notifications and Referrals

9.1

Strategic Development Plan Departures
None

9.2

Local Development Plan Departures
Policy R2 Housing and employment development elsewhere in the
countryside
Policy C2 Renewable energy

9.3

The application is a Departure from the valid Local Development Plan and has
been advertised as such. Any representations received have been circulated
as part of the agenda and taken into account in recommending a decision.
The period for receiving representations has expired.

9.4

The application does not fall within any of the categories contained in the
Schedule of the Town and Country Planning (Notification of Applications)
(Scotland) Direction 2009 and the application is not required to be notified to
the Scottish Ministers prior to determination.

9.5

The proposed development is in the opinion of the Head of Planning and
Building Standards in significant conflict with Policy R2 Housing and
employment development elsewhere in the countryside and Policy C2
Renewable energy and if the Committee is minded to approve then the
application will have to be referred to Infrastructure Services Committee.
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11.

Recommendation

11.1

REFUSE Full Planning Permission for the following reasons:1.

The application is contrary to Policy R2 Housing and employment
development elsewhere in the countryside, of the Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan 2017, in that this employment development
proposal incorporating a biomass scheme is inappropriate to the
countryside and no justification has been provided as to why the
proposal cannot be located elsewhere. Furthermore, the scale of the
proposal is inappropriate to the location and has not been justified by
the business case provided.

2

The application is contrary to Policy C2 Renewable Energy, of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017, in that the proposed
biomass scheme is an industrial process suitable for business land,
and it has not been adequately demonstrated that the location of the
proposal is appropriate or necessary.

Alan Wood
Director of Environment and Infrastructure Services
Author: Timothy Xu
Date: 07 January 2022
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APPENDIX 1
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APPENDIX 2
Site and Block Plan
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Storage Buliding
Elevations and Floor Plan
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Appendix 4
CHP Building
Elevations and Floor Plan
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Appendix 5
SSE Building
Elevations and Floor Plan

